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Abstract

The aim of this study is to highlight and evaluate parameters that correlate with the actual project duration and compare performance of linear regression with neural network models to predict a reliable final duration for highway construction projects based on data available at the bidding stage. The thirty-seven highway projects that are examined, constructed in Greece, are similar in available data like the extent, the type of work packages and the significance. Considering each project’s characteristics and the actual construction duration, correlation analysis is implemented, with the aid of SPSS 25. Correlation analysis identified the most significant project variables. These include archeological findings, type of terrain, land expropriation, the existence of bridge, tunnel and embankment. Furthermore, the WEKA application, through its attribute selection function, highlighted the most efficient subset of variables, both within the initial available attributes but also within the set of attributes identified through correlation analysis. These selected variables through correlation analysis and / or WEKA and appropriate combinations of these are used as input data for linear regression models and neural network models. The corresponding models (linear regression and neural networks) are presented along with their performance. Finally, this paper presents the comparison of linear regression and neural network models to estimate the actual duration of Greek highway projects. Results’ discussion and conclusions along with limitations and further research are appropriately analyzed.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Kim et al. (2011), cited in Tsaousoglou et al. (2013) suggest that construction industry plays an important role in leading the national economy and macroeconomic fluctuations substantially influence the construction business. It is therefore essential for each country to promote the implementation of public infrastructure construction projects. During project implementation it is common that variations occur among the initial planning and the actual ongoing project. Variation in project costs usually results in exceeding the initial estimated cost (Aretoulis et al. 2006). At the same time projects suffer from increase in their duration. In this context, it is useful to keep in mind that each highway project is different to another one as there are a lot of parameters which play a role in the differentiation of projects. Research suggests that project location is one of the major differences in construction of highway projects. The unique legal framework in each country influences project implementation, and project procurement systems and contract types (Antoniou et al., 2014). Furthermore, construction projects are influenced by many parameters which alter the cost and schedule planning, both internal and external.

Furthermore, Glymis et al. (2017) based on FANN Tool proposed three, selected, neural network models for the prediction of actual project duration for highways, based on tender budget, length of highway project, number of lanes, number of technical projects, number of bridges, tunnels and road total length. A further research approach focused on highway project duration. The latter is estimated on the basis of variables which were known at the planning phase, and included planned cost, project type and contract type (Irfan et al., 2011). Moreover, Aziz et al. (2007) produced an approach, based on statistical regression analysis. The proposed approach predicts the cost and time of a project and, also, facilitates evaluation of the project’s performance during construction. The current study includes, three methods of analysis: ridge regression analysis, general regression analysis and non-linear partial leastsquare regression analysis. More specifically, data collected from completed projects included the type of pavement, contract value, duration and project miles. Jiang and Wu (2007), considered 1818 projects from the area of Indiana. Their research identified factors which affect directly the duration and the cost of each project. These critical factors include type of the project, production rates of the construction firm, location of the project and weather condition.
appeared. Anastasopoulos et al. (2012), used data from 1,722 projects from Indiana. His research identified critical parameters for consideration in models. The variables which were chosen as influential included: project time delay, project cost, project type, weather, level of competition, difference between the winning bid amount and the engineer’s estimate and finally difference between the winning bid amount and the next lowest bid.

Pewdum et al. (2009) analyzed highway construction project data. Their research factors affecting project final budget and duration before developing the forecasting models. They employed Artificial Neural Network (ANN). The forecasting results obtained from the proposed method were compared with those obtained from models based on earned value. In a similar context, Hola and Schabowicz (2010) produced a neural network based model to predict productivity for selected sets of machines and to calculate the task execution time and cost. Are'toulis (2019) examined selected public Greek highway projects in order to produce models to predict their actual construction cost based on data available at the bidding stage. Twenty highway projects, constructed in Greece, with similar type of available data were examined. Considering each project’s attributes and the actual cost, correlation analysis is implemented, with the aid of SPSS. The optimum neural network model produced a mean squared error with a value of 7.68544E-05 and was based on budgeted cost, lowest awarding bid, technical work cost and electromechanical work cost.

The aim of this study is to highlight and evaluate parameters that correlate with the actual project duration and compare linear regression with neural network models to predict a reliable final duration for highway construction projects based on data available at the bidding stage.

The current research approach also aims at considering special characteristics of projects, realized in Greece. These include archeological findings, type of terrain and land expropriation. Considering each project’s characteristic and the actual construction duration, correlation analysis is implemented, with the aid of SPSS 25. This paper presents the results of a relevant literature review on construction project duration, and the recorded corresponding findings, with emphasis on the parameters that have been identified. Furthermore, the WEKA application, through its attribute selection function, highlighted the most efficient subset of variables, both within the initial available attributes but also within the set of attributes identified through correlation analysis. These selected variables through correlation analysis and / or WEKA and appropriate combinations of these are used as input data for linear regression models and neural network models. The corresponding models (linear regression and neural networks) are presented along with their performance. Finally, this paper presents the comparison of linear regression and neural network models to estimate the actual duration of Greek highway projects. Results’ discussion and conclusions along with limitations and further research are appropriately analyzed.

## 2. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

The present study is aimed at the production of reliable and efficient models (linear regression and neural networks) for the prediction of actual construction duration of highway projects in Greece. The sample projects under examination include 37 highway projects of similar extent and content (Titirla and Are'toulis, 2019). For these specific projects it became possible to record detailed amount of the same type of data, both quantitative and qualitative. The methodology steps included the following:

- **Step 1**: Consideration of 37 selected highway projects and collection of corresponding data.
- **Step 2**: Construction of an appropriate SPSS database, including both quantitative and qualitative variables.
- **Step 3**: Descriptive statistics of the sample projects’ variables.
- **Step 4**: Correlation statistical analysis among the available variables and actual project duration. Analysis was conducted one time for quantitative variables and a second time for mixed variables, both quantitative and qualitative variables.
- **Step 5**: Creation of a ranked list of variables, based on a decreasing degree of correlation coefficients.
- **Step 6**: Proposal of Linear Regression (LR) and Neural Network (NN) models. The models were created starting with the highest correlating variable and then adding one more variable each time from the ordered list based on correlation degree (correlation coefficient) (Step 5).
- **Step 7**: Comparison of the produced LR and NN models.

### 2.1 Database description
The sample projects under examination include 37 highway projects of similar extent and content. The database included data from 36 Egnatia Odos’ sub-projects and 1 smaller project in terms of acreage, cost, and time of completion. Egnatia Odos is one of the most modern highways in the Southeast Europe and part of the TEN-T corridors. The projects were selected on the basis of data uniformity and availability. The available variables are the followings: Project length, Initial cost, Land requirement, Landfill, Tender offer, Embankment, Initial duration, Geotechnical project, Number of lanes, Existence of Tunnel, Number of technical projects, Existence of Bridge. These variables are characterized as quantitative and qualitative and are presented in Table 1. The quantitative variables take on numerical values, and the qualitative variables take on binary (Yes/No) or ordinal values.

Table 1 Variables of investigated projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Quantitative variables</th>
<th>Qualitative variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project length</td>
<td>Landfill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial duration</td>
<td>Geotechnical project</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial cost</td>
<td>Embankment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of lanes</td>
<td>Tunnel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of technical projects</td>
<td>Bridge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tender offer</td>
<td>Land requirement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Correlation analysis

An SPSS database was created to record all the available variables. The database consists of 37 cases (number of projects) and 12 variables, which cover common available data across all the projects and according to expert opinion greatly affect the project duration. These variables were recorded as quantitative and also transformed, where possible, into qualitative ones to facilitate additional statistical analyses. Six variables remained as quantitative, while the other six were transformed into qualitative. The values of the IBM SPSS Statistics database were used to identify the correlations among the independent quantitative variables and actual project duration. Furthermore, based on the findings of the correlation analysis, a number of linear regression and neural networks models were designed and implemented, to predict the actual duration of the projects. A brief look on the correlation analyses’ results reveals that actual project duration is associated in descending correlation degree with the following variables:

- initial cost;
- tender offer;
- initial duration;
- embankment;
- number of lanes;
- existence of geotechnical projects;
- length;
- existence of bridges;
- and existence of tunnels.

3. MODELS

3.1 Linear regression

Linear regression is a linear approach to modeling the relationship between a scalar response (or dependent variable) and one or more explanatory variables (or independent variables). In linear regression, the relationships are modeled using linear predictor functions whose unknown model parameters are estimated from the data. Such models are called linear models. Most commonly, the conditional mean of the response given the values of the explanatory variables (or predictors) is assumed to be an affine function of those values; less commonly, the conditional median or some other quantile is used. Like all forms of regression
analysis, linear regression focuses on the conditional probability distribution of the response given the values of the predictors, rather than on the joint probability distribution of all of these variables, which is the domain of multivariate analysis. Having identified the potential correlations among the selected common variables, the current paper applies the linear regression analysis. The selected method is the stepwise. The aim is to predict the final duration.

After the analysis of the 37 data cases the following linear regression equations are proposed:

\[
\text{Actual project duration} = 841,539 + 4,632 \cdot 10^{-6} \cdot \text{initial cost} \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{Actual project duration} = 424,729 + 2,818 \cdot 10^{-6} \cdot \text{initial cost} + 0,843 \cdot \text{initial duration} \quad (2)
\]

The first equation includes only one variable, the initial cost and predicts the actual project duration with a predictability of 67%, while the second one includes two variables, the initial cost and the initial duration and it is able to predict the actual project duration with higher predictability equal to 72%. The above-mentioned data are presented in the following tables, namely Table 2 and Table 3.

### Table 2 Model Summary from SPSS 25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
<th>R Square Change</th>
<th>Change Statistics</th>
<th>Durbin-Watson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F Change</td>
<td>df1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.678&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.460</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>296.23948</td>
<td>0.460</td>
<td>29.788</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.734&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.539</td>
<td>0.512</td>
<td>277.57713</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>5.865</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3 Model Coefficients from SPSS 25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>95.0% Confidence Interval for B</th>
<th>Correlations</th>
<th>Collinearity Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
<td>Lower Bound</td>
<td>Upper Bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>841.539</td>
<td>66.564</td>
<td>12.643</td>
<td>706.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INITIAL_COST</td>
<td>4.632E-06</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.678</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>424.729</td>
<td>183.06</td>
<td>2.320</td>
<td>52.688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INITIAL_COST</td>
<td>2.818E-06</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INITIAL_DURATI ON</td>
<td>0.843</td>
<td>0.348</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>2.422</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2. Neural networks

Neural networks produced several models. The dependent variable was “Actual Project Duration” in days. Twenty-one projects were used for training the neural network and sixteen projects were used for testing the produced neural network. The methodology involving the application of neural networks for the prediction of actual duration is based on multiple neural networks designed and applied specifically for the problem at hand. The current research is contributing and focusing on identifying the best possible combination of input variables for the optimum prediction. The best Neural network model has the smaller minimum squared error (MSE).

The proposed model is the one that includes the top 12 variables, namely, initial cost, initial duration, length, lanes, technical projects, bridges, tunnels, geotechnical projects, embankment, landfill, land requirement and tender offer. This neural network model has a MSE equal to 1.53E-06.

### 4. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH
This paper presents the important variables that correlate with the actual project duration and compare linear regression with neural network models to predict a reliable final duration for highway construction projects based on data available at the bidding stage. In total, 37 highway projects constructed in Greece with similar extent and content, were investigated. The corresponding models (linear regression and neural networks) are presented along with their performance. Finally, this paper presents the comparison of linear regression and neural network models to estimate the actual duration of Greek highway projects.

The proposed model of linear regression includes only 2 variables, the initial cost and the initial duration, while for the neural networks the corresponding model includes the top 12 variables, namely, initial cost, initial duration, length, lanes, technical projects, bridges, tunnels, geotechnical projects, embankment, landfill, land requirement and tender offer.

The linear regression model is able to predict the actual project duration with a predictability of 72% while the neural network model produces a MSE equal to 1.53E-06.

A further research in this area could aim at the development and the comparison of the results with other methods and tools. In addition, a wider number of projects should be included, so that correlations and trends that are not observed by this research could be identified in a more extensive research and at the same time increase models’ reliability and accuracy.
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